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First-order interference of nonclassical light emitted spontaneously at different times
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We study the first-order interference in spontaneous parametric down-conversion generated by two pump
pulses that are well distinguishable in time. The observed modulation in the angular distribution of the signal
photon can only be explained in terms of a quantum-mechanical description based on biphoton states. The
condition for observing interference in the signal channel is shown to depend on the parameters of the idler
photon.

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Dv, 03.65.Bz
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Nonclassical interference is one of the most remarka
phenomena in quantum optics. In particular, it can be
served in experiments with spontaneous parametric do
conversion~SPDC! @1#, a nonlinear optical process in whic
high-energy pump photons are converted into pairs of lo
energy photons~usually called signal and idler! inside a crys-
tal with quadratic nonlinearityx. It has been shown in man
experiments that the quantum state of the signal-idler pho
pair is entangled@2#. Due to the nonclassical correlation b
tween the signal and the idler photons emitted in SPDC,
term ‘‘biphoton’’ has been suggested@3#. Many experiments
have made use of SPDC to demonstrate fascinating topic
quantum optics, such as the test of Bell’s inequalities, qu
tum communication, quantum teleportation, etc.@4#, and its
possible applications include quantum communication, co
putation, and cryptography@5#. All these experiments basi
cally belong to the same category: quantum interference

Among the variety of quantum interference experimen
there is a collection of work where the first-order interfe
ence is observed in the signal or in the idler of SPDC
which a pair may be emitted from two spatially separa
domains @6–8#. This kind of interference is nonclassica
both the signal and the idler exhibit noise~thermal! statistics.
From the classical point of view, spatially separated SP
sources should exhibit no first-order interference. Inde
one cannot observe stable first-order interference of l
emitted by independent classical thermal sources, suc
two similar light-emitting diodes@9#. Another interesting
feature of the first-order interference of SPDC is that it d
pends on the phases of the pump, the signal, and the
photons@10#. Moreover, the condition for the signal photo
interference depends on the parameters of the idler ph
@8#.

In this Rapid Communication, we report an experimen
observation of an alternative type of quantum interference
which the sources of SPDC are separated not in space b
time, as SPDC is generated from two coherent femtosec
laser pulses@11,12#. Depending on the experimental cond
tions, interference is observed either in the angular distri
tion of the signal intensity~first-order interference! or in the
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coincidence counts from the detectors registering the sig
and the idler photon~second-order interference!. In this pa-
per, we focus on the first-order interference; the second-o
interference will be discussed elsewhere@13#.

Let us consider type-II collinear degenerate SPDC gen
ated in a BBO crystal of lengthL from two short pump
pulses. The signal photon is separated from the idler and
intensity is measured by a detector that is placed afte
narrow-band interference filter; see Fig.1. The pump fi
can be represented in the form

Ep~r ,t !5Ẽ~ t2z/up!exp~2 ivpt1 ikpz!, ~1!

whereup is the pump group velocity inside the BBO,Ẽ(t) is
the envelope, andvp is the pump central frequency. W
consider the pump pulse as quasimonochromatic sincevp
@Dvp , even for a femtosecond laser pulse. If the pum
consists of two identical pulses separated in time byTp , then
Ẽ(t)5E0(t)1E0(t1Tp)exp(2ivpTp), where E0(t) is the
single-pulse envelope.

In first-order perturbation theory, the quantum state
SPDC is given by@14#

uC&5uvac&1 (
ks ,ki

Fks ,ki
u1&ks

u1&ki
, ~2!

ni-

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. The incident single pump pulse
divided into two temporally separated pulses. Collinear degene
type-II SPDC is generated from the BBO crystal pumped by
two pulses. Angular distribution of the signal photon is observed
scanning a detector in the focal plane of the lens. Interference fi
~IF! are used for spectral selection of the signal.
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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where the notationu1&ks
u1&ki

means a two-photon state in th

modeks ,k i , and the two-photon spectral function is give
by

Fks ,ki
52

ix

\ E
t0

t

dt8E
V
d3rẼ~ t82z/up!

3exp$2 i ~vp2vs2v i !t81 i ~kp2ks2k i !•r%,

~3!

where the subscriptsp, s, andi refer to the pump, the signa
and the idler, respectively. Since the pump pulse is boun
time, the integration overt8 can be extended to infinite lim
its. As a result, it gives the Fourier transform of the pum
envelope,Ẽ(vs1v i2vp), which in the cw case becomes
delta function,d(vs1v i2vp). We obtain

Fks ,ki
52

2p ix

\
Ẽ~vs1v i2vp!d~ksx1kix!

3sincH L

2 S kp2ksz2kiz1
vs1v i2vp

up
D J , ~4!

where, for example,ksx and ksz are the transverse and lon
gitudinal components of the signal wave vector, respectiv
For a two-pulse pump, the envelope spectrum isẼ(v)
5E0(v)cos$(v2vp)Tp/2%, with E0(v) denoting the Fou-
rier transform of the single-pulse envelope.

The coincidence counting rate~probability of detecting a
biphoton! is Rc}uFks ,ki

u2. The single counting rate of th

signal detectorRs is calculated by integratingRc over all
idler modes.

Rs}E dkizdkixuFks ,ki
u2

5
4p2x2L2

\2 E dkizuE0~vs1v i~ki !2vp!u2

3cos2H @vs1v i~ki !#
Tp

2 J
3sinc2H L

2 S kp2ksz2kiz1
vs1v i~ki !2vp

up
D J , ~5!

wherev i(ki) is the dispersion dependence for the idler a
kix52kssinus, with us denoting the angle betweenks and
the pump propagation direction (z axis!. ~The angleus is
also often referred to as theangle of scatteringin the text in
a sense that SPDC is often called parametric scattering.! The
cosine modulation in Eq.~5! will not be averaged out by the
integration overkiz if the squared sinc function is much na
rower than this modulation. In this case the squared sinc
as ad function in the integral; thus

Rs~vs ,us!;uE0~vs1v i~ki !2vp!u2cos2H @vs1v i~ki !#
Tp

2 J .

~6!
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The Rs dependence onus can easily be understood as fo
lows. Since we are dealing with collinear degenerate SP
v i(ki) can be expanded aroundvp/2. Using the fact that the
sinc-square function in Eq.~6! acts as ad function andvs
5vp/2, we obtain

v i~ki !'
vp

2
1

us
2ks

2~ui
212up

21!
S 11

ks

ki~vp/2! D , ~7!

whereui is the group velocity of the idler inside the BBO
crystal.

Clearly, Eq.~6! shows interference structure for the sing
counting rate of the signal detector. This modulation can
observed in several ways:~i! vary us with fixed vs andTp ,
~ii ! vary Tp with fixed vs andus , and~iii ! vary vs with fixed
Tp andus . In this work, we only consider case~i!. Case~ii !
is considered in Ref.@13# and case~iii ! is technically very
difficult.

Let us now return to Eq.~5!. The sinc-square function in
the integral~5! is much narrower than the cosine modulati
if

1

dv i /dkzi
@

Tp

L

1

S 211
1

up
dv i /dkziD . ~8!

For collinear SPDC, we can take approximatelydv i /dkzi
5dv i /dki[ui . Hence, we obtain the following conditio
for observing the first-order interference in SPDC from
two-pulse pump:

Q[
L~up

212ui
21!

Tp
@1. ~9!

Note that, although it is the signal that is being detected,
~9! contains only the pump and the idler parameters. T
other condition is obtained from the assumption we ha
used to get Eq.~6!: the signal detector should select a suf
ciently narrow frequency band and a sufficiently small so
angle~collinear degenerate SPDC!. Indeed, the interference
structure will be wiped out if Eq.~6! is integrated over a
broadband of signal frequencies (vs) or angles of scattering
(us). Thus the requirement to the bandwidth of the sign
detector is

Dvs!
p

Tp
. ~10!

Equations~9! and ~10! are the conditions for observing th
first-order interference of SPDC in a two-pulse pum
scheme.

What is the physical meaning of the above condition
Considering only the signal photons, it would seem that
only condition for the first-order interference to take place
Eq. ~10!, which states that the filter inserted in front of th
signal detector should have smaller bandwidth compare
the pump spectrum modulation. Indeed, if the signal pho
wave packets are spread in time by more thanTp , the signal
photons born of different pump pulses would seem indis
3-2
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guishable at first sight. The indistinguishability criterio
however, should be understood as indistinguishabilityin
principle. In principle, we could equip our setup with a
idler detector with a broadband filter and register pho
counts from the idler detector. Then for each signal phot
detection of its twin idler photon is well localized in tim
with respect to the pump pulses~Fig.2!, which could mean
that we can always distinguish between a pair born of
first pulse and a pair born of the second pulse. Let us re
now that the BBO crystal has finite lengthL. Then a photo-
count in the idler detector can appear delayed from the
responding pump pulse by any time 0,t,Dt i ,Dt i5L(ui

21

2up
21); see Fig. 2~a!. Idler photocounts from different pum

pulses become indistinguishable ifDt i@Tp , which is the
second necessary condition for interference, Eq.~9!.

In the experiment, the pump is the frequency-doubled
ser pulse~400 nm! from the output of a mode-locked Ti:sap
phire laser~800 nm!. After frequency doubling, the puls
duration is 140 fsec, and the repetition rate is 90 MHz. T
pump pulse is then fed into the polarization pulse split
consisting of two Glan prisms~G! and a set of quartz rod
QR placed between the prisms~Fig. 1!. The axes of the Glan
prisms are parallel to the pump polarization. The ‘‘fast’’ a
‘‘slow’’ axes of the quartz rods lie in the plane normal to th
pump beam and are directed at 45° to the pump polarizat
Due to the birefringence of the quartz rods, at the outpu
the polarization splitter each pump pulse is transformed
two pulses that have equal amplitudes but are delaye
time with respect to one another byLq(uo

212ue
21), where

Lq is the total length of the quartz rods anduo , ue are group
velocities of the ordinary and extraordinary waves in qua
at the pump wavelength (400 nm!. SPDC is generated in
BBO crystal~thickness53 mm! cut for collinear frequency-
degenerate type-II phase matching. A prism~P! and a pin-
hole separate SPDC from the pump. A uv cutoff filter~F!
reduces the pump fluorescent noise. A polarizing beam s
ter ~PBS! separates the signal from the idler, and the idle
discarded. The detector~EG&G SPCM-AQ-142! is placed at
the focal plane of a lens (f 520 cm!, so that the transvers

FIG. 2. ~a! Photocounts from a broadband idler detector co
be used to distinguish between signal photons generated from
ferent pump pulses. Each idler photon comes after the corresp
ing pump pulse, with the time indeterminacy ofDt i5L(ui

21

2up
21) ~shown by a shaded region following the pump pulse!. If

Dt i,Tp , signal photons from different pump pulses are dist
guishable.~b! Feynman diagram illustrating the delay between
pump pulse and the idler photon inside the BBO crystal. If
crystal thickness is smaller thanL shown in the figure, no interfer
ence can be observed.
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displacement of the detector is proportional to the angle
scattering,x; f us . In front of the detector, we place one o
the three narrow-band filters~IF! with central wavelength
ls52lp5800 nm and bandwidthsDls51, 3, and 10 nm,
respectively, for different measurements. The intensity of
signal is measured as a function of the angle of scatter
I s(us). The angle is scanned by using a step motor~SM! that
moves the detector in the focal plane of the lens. The par
eters are bandwidth of the filterDls and the time delay be
tween the two pump pulsesTp , which is varied by using
quartz rods with total lengthLq520, 12.5, and 7.5 mm
corresponding to the delaysTp5744, 465, and 279 fsec
respectively.

The fact that each pair of pulses is actually repeated
rate of 90 MHz leads to a fine structure in the sing
counting distribution~6!, which is much narrower than th
bandwidth of the filters we use in our experiment. Therefo
it is not observable.

In Fig. 3, the intensity is plotted versus the detector d
placement for three delaysTp . All dependencies are ob
tained with the 1-nm interference filter. Note that in th

FIG. 3. Angular distribution (us5x/ f , wherex is the position of
the detector andf 520 cm! of the signal detector counts for thre
values ofTp : ~a! 279 fsec,~b! 465 fsec,~c! 744 fsec. For all three
plots, data accumulation time is 100 sec each. Arrows indicate
calculated positions of interference maxima. Plot~d! is data for a
single pump pulse case. Data accumulation time is 30 sec. Fo
four plots, a 1-nm full width at half-maximum~FWHM! interfer-
ence filter is used. The size of each data point corresponds to
uncertainty.
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case, condition~10! is satisfied for all three delays:p/Dvs
;2000 fsec. However, the visibility is different in all thre
plots. The highest visibility of the interference pattern is o
served for the smallest time interval between the pulses,
fsec, withQ;3 @Fig. 3~a!#. For the intermediate delay, 46
fsec, the interference pattern is observed with lower visibi
@Fig. 3~b!#. In this case,Q;2. Evidently, Eq.~9! is not
satisfied for the largest delay 744 fsec (Q;1); therefore, in
this case the interference structure completely vanishes@Fig.
3~c!#. For comparison, the angular spectrum of SPDC in
case of a single-pulse pump is shown in Fig. 3~d!. In agree-
ment with Eq.~6!, the modulation period is larger for smalle
delays; and the positions of the oscillation peaks are de
mined by the delayTp introduced between the two pum
pulses, in perfect agreement with the theoretical calcula
@shown by arrows in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!#. However, the theory
discussed above does not give an explicit description of
observed asymmetry of the angular spectral envelope. In
Rapid Communication, we only focus on the interferen
modulation; the shape of the angular spectrum envelope
be discussed elsewhere.

The spectral width of the filter,Dls , has a strong influ-
ence on the interference pattern. Changing the filter ba
width from 1 nm to 3 nm, we observed a considerable
crease of the visibility. AtDls510 nm, no interference
structure was observed, in agreement with condition~10!.

There is an analogy between the first-order interfere
observed for SPDC generated from two spatially separa
domains and for SPDC generated from two temporally se
rate pump pulses. Indeed, condition~9! ensures that the crys
tal is long enough so that an idler photon generated by
first pump pulse can meet the second pulse; see Fig. 2~b!. In
ay
,

.
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the case of spatially separated SPDC sources, first-orde
terference @6,8# is possible when idler waves propaga
through both spatial domains where SPDC takes place@15#.
Similarly to Ref.@8#, where the effect has a simple explan
tion in terms of the pump angular spectrum, here it can
explained by the cosine modulation of the pump frequen
spectrum. Condition~9! has the following spectral interpre
tation: the typical scale of the pump spectrum modulat
should be much larger than the width of the idler spectru
which is determined by the length of the crystal.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the first-order in
ference of nonclassical light generated from two pum
pulses well separated in time. The interference is explai
by a quantum-mechanical calculation in terms of bipho
states. The interference pattern is observed in the ang
distribution of the signal intensity. Interference is observed
the following condition is satisfied: the time indetermina
of the delay between the idler photon and the correspond
pump pulse is much larger than the time interval between
pump pulses. From the spectral viewpoint, this condit
means that the modulation of the pump spectrum, determ
by the distance between the pulses, should be much la
than the width of the idler spectrum from a cw pump, det
mined by the crystal length. Thus the interference visibil
is sensitive to the crystal length. It is also sensitive to
spectral width of the narrow-band filter used for the fr
quency selection of the signal photon.
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